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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
1990-1991
Volume 15

26G

faculty senate
November 30, 1990

ro:

Members of the UNM Faculty Senate

FR:lM:

Anne J. ~ t a r y

SURJECT:

December Meeti.rg

'Ihe UNM Faculty Senate will neet on TUesday, December 11, 1990, at 3: 30 µn in

the Kiva.
'Ihe agerrla will include the follavi.rg items:
(pp . 1-5)

1.
2.

SUrrnnarized Minutes of November 13, 1990
-Menor ial Mil 1ule fo
Nick Abdalla

Professor Harry Nadler -- Professor

3.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Gloria Birkholz

4.

Reconsideration of Repeat Grade Policy -- Professor Mary
Harris

(pp. 6-8)

5. ~
niversity SUspenSion Policy -- ProfessOr
-Conni !Ihe:r:so

(pp. 9-15)

6.

Recommerrlation re Center for Global Envirorarental
Technologies -- Professor Robert Tapscott

7.

Items from the orrricula Committee -- Professor Leonard
Stitelman

(pp . 16-19)

(a)

New Concentration in Rrilosophy -- Pre-law

(pp. 20-25)

(b)

New Program -

(pp. 26-29)

(c)

Revision of Nutrition/Dietetics Program

(pp. 30-33)

(d)

Revision of MBA. Concentration in Management Science

(p. 34)

Agi.rg studies

8.

Conunittee Replacements -- Professor Connie 'Ihorson

9.

Open Discussion -

Services Office 10.

New Business

PropoSal concerninq a Faculty
Professor Pauline 'l\lrner

'!HE UNIVERSTIY OF ~ MEXIOO
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FA<lJill'Y SENATE MEfil1ING
December 11, 1990

(SUmrnarized Minutes)

'!he Decen:her 11, 1990 meetin:J of the Faculty Senate was called to order by
President Gloria Birkholz at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva.

Gloria Birkholz (Nursirg), lnlglas Brookins (A&S), Sherri
Cogb..tm (A&S), earl Cords (Medicine), Marion a:,ttrell
(En;Jineerin:J), D:miel Derksen (Medicine), Tnisa D.lran (F.ducation), Paul Edwards
(Dental Progs), Marilyn Fletcher (Library), Gregory Frarrlrini (Medicine), Mary
Harris (F.ducation), Richard Harris (A&S), Gordon Hcrlge (A&S), IX>nald lee (A&S),
Jcsei:n Martinez (Fducation), £avid r-tfherson (A&S), Helen Muller (Manageroont),
£avid Null (Libracy), Peter Pabisch (A&S), susan Pearson Iavis (Fine Arts), Glynn
Raynorrl (Rlannacy) , Jose Rivera (Public Admin) , Priscilla Smith (Gallup) , Russell
Snyder {M:rlicine), Charlie steen (A&S), Alexarrler stone (A&S), Connie 'Ihorson
(Library), James 'Ihorsan (A&S), Pauline 'l\nner (Frlucation), D:>nald Vichick
{M:rlicine), Benjemin Walker (Medicine), Jaioos wallace (Medicine), Ebtisam Wilkins
(En;Jineerin:J), arrl F.stelle Zannes (A&S).
Senators present:

atrr (law),

Rd:)ert

Absent: Jerry Born (Rlannacy) , F.dith Clleny (Ardl & Plannirg) , Jane; Iawson
(Gallup), Michele Diel (Valencia Branch), Peter IX>rato (Engineerin:J), Walter
Forman {M:rlicine), Kenneth Gardner (Medicine), lhlglas George (Fine Arts),
Erlil'rla Gonzales-Berry (A&S), Mary Grizzard (Fine Arts), Shyam Glubaxani
(En;Jineerin:J), Shlcm:> Kami (Engineerirg), Jerry Kirg (Medicine), Kathleen
Matthews (University College), Elizabeth Nielsen (F.ducation), Jim starrlefer
(Medicine), Ron storey (Medicine), Margaret Werner--Washt.urne (A&S) arrl William
Woodside (Medicine) •

Minutes of November 13. 1990.
as distrib.rt:ed.

'Ihe minutes of Novenber 13, 1990

l¥eI."e

awroved

Senate President's Report. Senate President Gloria Birkholz reported that a task
force has been created to study enhancemant of honors surly at UNM arrl also to
con.sider the establishment of an Honors College.
She said there is no new
infomation on the University Plannirg camcil although there is displeasure
with the proposed representation on the camcil.
S ~ Professor Ronald Blood will be retirirg arrl he was sdleduled for an
administrative review Dean Jchn Rinaldi of the University College will be

.

rev1.ewec1 in.stead.

'

Birkholz said she is in the process of establi.shinJ two new task forces: one on
5Palsal hirin:J arrl the other on part-t.ima faculty (benefits, salaries arrl
tenure) • '!he search ccmnittee for the Dean of the raw School is in progress
run the first review of Centers is also in pttxJl=ess. 'Ihe Center for Agirg
Researcn, F.ducation arrl Service arrl the Institute for criminal Justice studies
are currently bein:J reviewed.

2 B
Q.iestion.s have been received regard:ug the Flexible Sperrlirg Acx:nmt. M:>ney oot
spent by the participant by the errl of the time pericx:i is lost - that is an IRS
rulin;J am oot a UNM policy. She encairaged oonoemed in::lividuals to write their

eorgressmen.

Birkholz next reported that at the Regents meetin;J a brief report was presented
on the OIE's pr:cposal. to the I.sgislative Finance Ccmnittee. 'lhe am prq:,oses
to reccmnerrl 75% of the peer institution furx:iin;J am also, they have taken credit
for a 10% tuition in:::rease i.e. the allocation to the University of New Mexia:,
will be decreased by 10% as if \6Je had a 10% tuitioo in:::rease.

January 21 will be an official UNM holiday in harX>r of Martin I.uther Ki.rg.

Kami to ad:i a new agerrla
item, "invited questions". If questions for a specific staff or administrative
enployee are sul::mitted to President Birkholz, she will arrarge for that person
to attem a Senate meetinJ to adiress the issue. She asked Senators to serrl any
questions to her.

A sug:JeStian has been received fran Senator Shlcm::>

Reconsideration of Repeat Grade Policy. Senator Mar:y Harris explained that
althoogh she had voted against the proposed Policy at the last meetinJ, she wa.Jld
like to oow m:,ve that the Senate reconsider the m::>tion. ASUNM Senator Adam
Hathaway spoke in favor of reconsideration am the Senate voted to reconsider
the Policy.
FollCMllg a lO?XJ djsaissian of the pros

am

cons of the Policy, Senator Mar:y

Harris proposed an anerlment. to the notion statinJ that fil!Y cnirse acceptable
1:cMard an urrlergraduate degree can be repeated one time for .iilprovement of a
grade an:i the higher grade will have the effect of renovin;J the lower grade fran
the GPA.

After exten:ied d j sa.ission of the arrerrlnent, the Senate voted to awrove the
Repeat Grade Policy as amerrled by a vote of 24 for am 13 again.st. 'lhe awroved,
arnerrled Policy follows:

an umergraduate degree can
be repeated one time for ilrprovement of a grade. '!he
higher grade will have the effect of renovin;J the lower
grade fran the GPA.

'Any ca.irse acceptable tcMard

Hoors earned will only be counted one time.

Only 12 hairs of carrses may be repeated for
inprovement of grade.
No grade may be charXJed after a degree has been awarded.

'!his p:rooes.s will oot be autanatic. After a sb.rlent has canpleted a can:se with a higher grade, he nust notify the Records
Office that this repeat is to be used for grade .iilprovement.
~ t i o n re Center for Global Envirormental Tedmolwies. Professor F.d
Walters presented the proposal for a Center for Glcbal Enviromnental
Tec:hoologies.
'!he a;EI' will identify, praoote, an::I lead in~iplinar:y
efforts at UNM in research, developrent, am infonnat1onal ser:v1ces in

·--------------------.---2 69

technologies to (1) mitigate the impact of man-made pollutants on environmental
problems that cross regional and national boundaries (transboundary problems)
arrl (2) to mitigate the impact on government, scx::iety, and industry from global
envirornnental problems and resulting regulations.
'Ihe emphasis is on
technological solutions rather than problem study.
Initially, the Center will emphasize stratospheric ozone depletion and global
wanning; however, cx;E'I1 will eventually develop capabilities in other
transbourrlary areas - acid rain and protection of the global connnons.
'Ihe Senate approved the recommendation.

Items from the Orrricula Conunittee. Upon recommendation of Professor I.eonard
Stitleman for the Orrricula Conunittee, the Senate approved 1) a new pre-law
concentration in Hrilosophy, 2) a new p ~ in Aging Studies, 3) a revision
of the Nutrition/Dietetics Program and 4) a revision of the MBA. concentration
in Management science (M;Jmt.. 536, p. 33, will not be deleted) .
Corranittee Replacements.
Upon recommendation of Senator Connie 'Ihorson, the
Senate approved the following conunittee appointments and replacements: 01arlotte
Gunawardena (Training & Learning Technologies) for Guy Watson (Training &
Leaming Technologies) on the Computer Use Conunittee; Greg Nunz (I.os Alamos
Branch) on the Orrricula Conunittee; Michael Borc:MSki (Arch & Pln;J) for F.dith
Cherry (Arch & Plng) on the Undergraduate Conunittee.
Appointments not needing Senate approval were: Keith Auger (CIMI'E) for Wayne
Maes (Counseling & Family Studies) on the Core OJrriculum Conunittee; and Diana
Robin (M&CL) on the KUNM Boaro..
Senator 'Ihorson also said that the Core o.rrriculum Connnittee, the Teaching
Enhanceirent Conunittee and the ws Adviso:ry Connnittee were in need of additional
members as well as the Senate OJrricula, Budget, and carrpus Planning Connnittees.
Any persons interested in serving on these conunittees were asked to call
Professor 'Ihorson.
Qpen Discussion re Proposal concerning a Faculty Services center.
Senator
Pauline Turner explained that the Operations Conunittee had been discussing a

P ~ for a Faculty services center. 'Ihe proposed center would include se:ate
offices, meeting rooms, an insurance office as well as other support services
centra11y located.

'!here was considerable support for the concept but no action was taken as this
was an infonnation item only.
'Ihe meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
TO:

Deans and Departments~

FROM:

William R. H a i ~ r a r

RE:.

Suspension Policy

DATE:

May 3, 1990

The Faculty Senate unanimously approved the following changes to the
University Suspension policy at its meeting on April 10, 1990. These
policy changes were recommended by the Admissions and Registration
Committee. They are planned for implementation in the Fall 1990
semester.
The intent of these changes is to make the suspension policy
instructive in nature rather than punitive. These. changes were
:ecommended in the light of our changing educational environment,
i.e., better prep·a red students, higher retention rates, the increased
emphasis on articulation and the availability of alternative
education options, such as TVI.
..

.

the

.

. - ~.

,..

.

.

These changes, although a departure from
~urrent .policy, are not
~esigned to alter the college role in the suspension decision or to
impose a university standard on the colleges. . Rather, i t is hoped .
that the uniformity of the university policy will aid the colleges in
their decision making process and present the student with positive
options rather than negative consequences.
Suspension Policy Changes ·Approved
University Suspension: Automate the suspension/probation
process so that a university-wide academic standard (2.00
cumulative gpa) can be applied and a uniform message can be sent
to the student prior to any college decision to actually suspend
the student. Probation and eligible-for-suspension messages
(such as displayed below) will be printed on the student grade
report and/or sent separately to the student to notify the
student and explain this status. A separate list of these
students' names will be sent to their college .for the actual
suspension action. The college makes the final decision to
suspend the student, as in the present system.
Sample Message on Grade Report:
***Warning!*** You are on Academic Probation. You may be
suspended from the University at the end of next term. See your
academic advisor at once.
Suspension Period: The length of the suspension period will
depend on the suspension action, i.e., First suspension - One
academic semester (Summer sessions excluded)c Second suspension
- One academic year; Third suspension - Five academic years.

2 ~.'?
' ltw
page 2
Transfer Credit: The University will accept valid transfer
credits from students, even if the credits were earned while on
suspension from UNM.
Automatic Readmission: A suspended student who has satisfied
the terms of their suspension, i.e., the suspension period, will
be automatically readmitted upon application to the unit from
which suspended if it is the first suspension. Subsequent
suspensions will require college review prior to readmission.
Intervention Plan: A task force will be established to develop
and implement a more defined intervention plan to be followed
during the probation period to achieve a higher rate of success
rather than failure.
More information will be forthcoming on the actual implementation
plan for Fall 1990. A general information campaign will be initiated
at the beginning of the Fall semester to inform students and advisors
of the new policy.
Questions or comments may be addressed to me or Susan Deese, Chair of
the ~dmissions and Registration Committee.
.
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UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Recommendation re
Technolologies

REQUESTED ACTION:

Center for Glob 1 Environmen

Approve the establishment o

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

See following propos 1
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(CGET.BRF; 11/25/90)
THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES (CGET)
PROPOSAL SUMMARY
November 1990
Robert E. Tapscott, Manager, APT Division, NMERI
Delmar E. Calhoun, Director, NMERI
Mary Ann Smith, Assistant Professor, College of Pharmacy
Bruce M. Thomson, Department of Civil Engineering
Edward A. Walters, Professor, Department of Chemistry
Maurice W. Wildin, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
OVERVIEW
This summarizes a proposal for the establishment of a Center for Global
Environmental Technologies (CGET) at the University of New Mexico. A detailed full
proposal has been submitted to the Research Policy Committee.
CGET will identify, develop, promote, and lead interdisciplinary efforts at UNM in
research, development, and informational services in technologies to (1) mitigate the
impact of man-made pollutants on environmental problems that cross regional and
national boundaries (transboundary problems) and (2) to mitigate the impact on
government, society, and industry from global environmental problems and resulting
regulations. The emphasis is on technological solutions rather than problem study.
Since 1985, the New Mexico Engineering Research Institute (NMERI) of the
College of Engineering has been funded to develop technologies to mitigate stratospheric
ozone depletion and global warming. Present funding is over $1 million/ year, and
NMERI has become recognized nationally and internationally as a center of expertise in
the development of new technoloaies in these areas. This work provides the University
with a proven funding base, reput~tion, expertise, and facilities to launch the proposed
Center. CGET will provide valuable educational experience for students and research
opportunities for faculty and staff. Initially, the Center will emphasize stratospheric
?zone depletion and global wanning; however, CGET will eventually develop capabilities
m other transboundary areas - acid rain and protection of the global commons.
INTRODUCTION
A. NEED FOR A CENTER: Concerns about transboundary environmental problems
are leading to increasing international action. The Montreal Protocol on stratospheric
ozone depleting chemicals and the U.S. 1990 Clean Air Act are placing restrictions (up
to a complete phaseout) on the consumption and use of some of our most useful
chemicals: chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons, and related materials (halocarbons).
I~ternational environmental regulations on materials that contribute to globa~ wa:rning
will almost certainly be enacted in the near future, and Federal and state leg1slat1on has

already been enacted or is now being planned. International treaties are now in place or
planned to address acid deposition and oceanic pollution. These concerns and actions
lead to unprecedented economic, social, energy, and technological impacts.
The initial emphasis will be on stratospheric ozone depletion and global warming
through mitigation of halocarbon emissions; other pollutants, in particular carbon
dioxide, will be addressed as opportunities and expertise are identified. The specific
objectives for CGET are (1) to provide research and development (R&D) for
equipment, processes, instrumentation, engineering approaches, and alternative chemicals
to limit the emissions of substances having global environmental impacts; (2) to assess
the environmental impact, toxicity, materials compatibility, energy-use impact, and
hazards of alternative chemicals; (3) to develop treatment, cleanup, disposal, waste
minimization, and handling techniques for materials now being used and for replacement
chemicals; (4) to create, store, maintain, and update databases on technologies to
address transboundary problems; (5) to serve as an information and technology transfer
center for new technologies to protect the global environment; (6) to provide information
on global problems to the general public, to state and Federal government, and to
industry; (7) to provide research and educational opportunities for faculty, staff and
students; and (8) to seek opportunities for commercialization of equipment, products,
and processes that result from R&D.
B. OPPORTUNffiES AFFORDED BY A CENTER: The proposed Center will (1)
facilitate effective promotion of University expertise, (2) provide a formal structure for
designation of papers and technologies as coming from a single source to afford name
recognition, (3) identify expertise through which interdisciplinary activities (including
forums, short courses, colloquia, and seminars) can be developed, and (4) provide a
central repository for data, papers, reports, and other information.
ADVANTAGES TO UNNERSITY: The proposed Center will be the first
academic center of expertise whose mandate is technological solutions to transboundary
environmental problems. The Center will allow the University to (1) take advantage of a
broad range of expertise, (2) develop collaborative opportunities, (3) develop a broad
range of funding sources, (4) open experimental facilities to a range of interests, (~)
provide increased educational opportunities, (6) fund additional research, (~) obtam
mternational visibility, and (8) benefit financially through patents and copyrights.
C.

D. ADVANTAGES TO FACULTY: The Center will (1) develop opportunities for
faculty and staff research, (2) provide enhanced visibility, (3) promote p~ticipation in
multidisciplinary efforts, and (4) provide opportunities for expanded and unproved use of
facilities, new instrumentation, and generation of start-up funds.

2
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PLANS
A.

STARTING AND POTENTIAL STRUCilJRE:

Administrative Components: Administrative components will be kept informal.
CGET Management will initially reside within the Advanced Protection Technologies
(APT) Division of NMERI, but will involve staff and faculty from other University units.
Department Affiliates from other units will be named as the Center develops.
1.

2. Accountability: There will be no change in current accountability or academic
relationships. Academic faculty will continue to be responsible to the appropriate
Department Chairmen and Deans. NMERI Staff will be accountable through the
NMERI structure, to the NMERI Director and to the Dean of Engineering. The Center
will be ultimately responsible to the Vice President for Research.
3a. 3-Year (Phase 1) Goals: During the first year, a major effort will be the
identification of additional University faculty and staff who have expertise and interest in
the areas needed to meet CGET objectives. A parallel effort will e>qJand current
information on the rapidly evolving market and actively promote CGETs capabilities.
The following specific goals have been established for Phase 1: (1) development of a
detailed strategic plan; (2) identification of contributing University components and
personnel; (3) identification of opportunities and development of additional contacts
needed to attract funding; (4) a totally self-supporting, viable research organization; (5) a
national reputation for the development of solutions to stratospheric ozone depletion and
greenhouse warming involving halocarbons; (6) a strategic plan and opportunity
assessment for expansion of CGET into other global environmental areas during the
Phase 2 effort; and (7) $3 million/ year in outside funding, a conservative figure based on
market size and present NMERI funding in this area.
.
3b. 5-Year (Phase 2: Years 3 and 4) Goals: During Phase 2, growth opportunities
~n other transboundary areas will be pursued. The specific 5-year goals are (1)
identification of faculty and staff with expertise and interest in technologies to mitigate
carbon dioxide emission and in problems associated with global change; (2) identification
of opportunities and development of contacts needed to attract research funding in new
expansion areas; (3) international recognition as a leader in the development of
technologies to limit reliance on ozone-depleting and greenhouse halocarbons; (4) a
gro~ing reputation for the development of technologies to limit carbon dioxid~ ~missions
and m studies of problems associated with global change; (5) demonstrated ability ~o
attract researchers, faculty, students, and staff from throughout the world;. (6) ~ maJor
source of funding and research opportunities for units throughout the Uruvers1ty; (7) a
strategic plan and opportunity assessment for three far-term initiatives -- technolo~ies to
addr~ 7s impacts from climate change, technologies for atmospheric cleanur ~~d .climate
modification, and protection of the global commons -- and one near-term 1ru~iauve,
technologies to combat acid rain; and (8) $5 million per year in outside fundmg.
3

4. Review: The full proposal discusses the review process in detail. Reviews
include (1) external informal review through interaction with other academic institutions
and with national laboratories and government agencies and (2) formal internal and
external reviews performed at the end of 3 years and 5 years to evaluate
accomplishments against the established goals. Reports will be submitted to the
Research Policy Committee, the Dean of Engineering, the Vice President for Research,
the NMERI Director, and others designated by appropriate University authorities.
5. Interdisciplinary Aspects: CGET provides a unequaled opportunity for
interdisciplinary research: all areas of engineering, the physical and life sciences, and
business and economics.
6. Teaching: CGET will be involved in instruction only through specialized
training and/or seminars for industry and government agencies. Center personnel may
contribute to unique short courses upon request from departments or colleges; however,
such course offerings will remain within the established departmental structure.
Involvement by participating students in seminar programs is planned.
7. Non-University Component Implementation: Collaborative interactions with
non-University units (including national laboratories, and other facilities along the Rio
Grande corridor) will be investigated during the first 3 years. Copyright and patent
issues will be reviewed with the Vice President for Research, University counsel, and, as
needed, other University components prior to making any formal arrangements. No
need to locate graduate students in non-University facilities is expected.
B. FACULTY RECRUITMENT: Though the Center is expected to greatly increase
the University's competitive edge to attract established faculty by providing opportunities
for expanded facilities, new instruments, and generation of start-up research funds, the
Center will not be involved in direct faculty recruitment.
C. SPACE: Central administrative functions of the Center will use existing NMERI
facilities and will eventually be located within the NMERI Complex under construction.
Experimental work will continue through existing laboratory space operated by NMERI
and other departments. Any expansion of laboratory and office space will be done only
when it can be demonstrated that financial advantages to the University exceed cost or
when outside funding is available.

D. SUNSET PROVISIONS: The Center will be abolished if (1) it is no longer selfsupporting or (2) serves no useful marketing, research, or educational function. Though
assets will be assigned to Center use, physical facilities and equipment will be placed on
property lists of NMERI or other University components through which they were
purchased and will continue to reside within those components if the Center is abolished.

4
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FUNDING
A. CURRENT SUPPORT: NMERI funding in the areas covered by this proposal has
amounted to $2.85 million with approximately $1.3 million for 1990. An additional $0.7
million has been received for efforts indirectly related to global problems. This funding
serves as a base to make contacts and acquire experience at no cost to the University.
The detailed proposal provides a (now incomplete) list of recent and present projects in
the global environmental area. No general University funding is now being utilized.
B. FUTURE SUPPORT: There are and will be significant funding opportunities. The
1990 Federal budget calls for a 5-fold increase over the 1989 budget in global climate
change research (though most is not for mitigation). Acid rain research funding is now
over $80 million a year. The 5-year Clean Coal Technology Program is being supported
at $5 billion. NMERI has developed a large number of contacts with agencies interested
in global environmental capabilities. These include divisions of the U.S. Air Force and
Navy, the U.S. Army, the U.S. Coast Guard, the EPA, and national laboratories.
All Center operating, and marketing costs will come from established internal
budget allocations, research grants, and contracts. At least in the initial stages, each
participating unit will be responsible for costs associated with their portions of proposal
preparation. When the economic viability of the Center becomes firmly established,
partial funding for the Director and for support staff will come from within the research
unit's portions of indirect cost return, and/or future negotiated indirect cost agreements
that specifically provide for such administrative costs. University support may be
requested to respond to specific opportunities.
Two forces drive participation of industry: regulatory impact and economic
opportunities. The total value of all products depending both directly and indirectly on
CFCs is $135 billion. The CFC Alliance estimates a cost of $5.5 billion to the U. S.
economy for a transition to alternative technologies. The full proposal lists those
companies that have approached NMERI/ APT owing to concerns about impacts of
regulations concerning CFCs and halons and discusses additional opportunities.
C. OVERHEAD RETURN: It is proposed that departments and other University
units having a major role in a given effort prepare separate budgets as part of the
proposal package. The overhead rate given for the entire project will be the average
rate for the combined effort. Funds received will be placed in separate accounts for the
major contributing units and will be managed separately by those units. The present
policies will then be applied by the separate units to their budgets for overhead return.
D. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE: Extensive equipment
needs are not anticipated. Equipment needed for research funded through the Center
will be acquired through outside funding. Maintenance of equipment will be performed
with outside funding if used primarily in Center research.
5

E. 3-YEAR NEEDS: No specific funding needs are anticipated during the
establishment of a Center other than needs that may arise to respond to marketing
opportunities. Such needs will be met through existing University, NMERI, or
departmental funds designated for such ventures. The Center is expected to be totally
self-supporting from the start.
PERSONNEL
A. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: Dr. Robert E. Tapscott will serve as the initial
Director of the Center. Dr. Mary Ann Smith, Dr. Bruce Thomson, Dr. Edward \Valters,
and Dr. Maurice Wildin will continue to actively participate in the development of the
Center and will serve as initial Affiliates from their units. As NMERI Director, Mr.
Delmar Calhoun will review the formation and activities of the Center. Biographical
sketches of these principals are contained in the full proposal. Other existing academic
and staff researchers will be identified as the Center develops.
B. DIRECTOR: The Center Director will work in cooperation with representatives
from participating units within the University and will be responsible for the overall
budgeting of research generated by the Center. The Director will provide intellectual
leadership and guidance for the Center and will be responsible for coordinating the
efforts of the Center with those of other University units, institutions, and agencies. The
Director's primary responsibility will be to interact with the outside scientific, business,
and governmental communities, as well as with University units, as needed to meet the
objectives of the Center. With the Center operating within the NMERI structure, it is
proposed that the Center Director serve at the pleasure of the NMERI Director and the
Dean of College of Engineering in consultation with the Vice President for Research.
C. SUPPORT PERSONNEL: Request for University support in anticipation of
funding is not anticipated for any personnel. A number of professionals, students, and
staff are now involved in funded NMERI work which would fall under the Center.
Additional technical staff will be obtained as needed and as outside funding allows.
D. CURRICULUM VITAE: Curriculum Vitae for key personnel are provided in the
full proposal.
E. COMMITMENT: Because the Center is Self-Supporting, the percent of time that
will be committed by personnel to CGET will be controlled by the level of funding and
the involvement required by their particular discipline to accomplish the tasks.
F. DEPARTMENTAL RECRUITMENT: This work has permitted contacts that can
be used in meeting staffing requirements. In particular, the availability of
multidisciplinary research and funding will increase opportunities to attract and fund
graduate and postdoctoral student participants.
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Philosophy Major, Pre-law Concentration
For students considering law school, and those who wish a philosophy major with a
concentration in ethics, legal, and social philosophy.
156, Introduction to Logic, QI 257 Introduction to Symbolic Logic
201, Greek Philosophy
202, Modem Philosophy
358, Ethical Theory
352, Theory of Knowledge
371, Classical Social and Political Philosophy, Qt 372, Modem Social and Political
Philosophy
380, Philosophy of Law & Morals
Three electives, two of which must be at the 300 level or above.
Outside the department, the following courses are recommended: Pol Sci 315 or 316
(Constitutional Law).

· ;;

2 u2
Philosophy Major, Pre-law Concentration
Reason for request:
This concentration provides a route through the Philosophy major appropriate
for students who wish to go on to study law. Courses are regularly taught
by the Philosophy Department. There are no new faculty or budgetary
implications. This change is supported by the Law School Dean, Ted Parnall.
(See attached statement)

.~

Z 3
5 September, 1990

To: Ted Parnall, Dean, UNM School of Law
From: Russell

aoorunfn:~air.' Department of Philosophy

Subject: Pre-law Concentration in Philosophy
The Philosophy Department is considering adding a pre-law track through the philosophy
major, much as the departments of English and Economics have done. We would
appreciate your suggestions and comments concerning our proposed curriculum, which I
append below.
·

Pre-law Concentration in Philosophy
(proposed)
For students considering law school, and those who wish a philosophy major with a
concentration in ethics, legal, and social philosophy. ·,
.
·
· .
.
,

I ,

•

·156, Introduction to Logic, QI 257 Introduction to Symbolic Logic
__ .:....
201, Ancient European Philosophy
202, Modern European Philosophy
358, Ethical Theory
·
352, Theory of Knowledge
371, Classical Social and Political Philosophy, QI: 372, Modem Social and Political
Philosophy
380, Philosophy of Law & Morals
1bree electives, two of which must be at the 300 level or above.
Outside the department, the following courses are recommended: Pol Sci 315 or 316
(Constitutional Law).
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BACKGROUND

The Center for Aging Research, Education and Service (CARES)
was established in March 1987 by the Research Policy Committee of
the Faculty Senate.

Its education goal

is to develop a cohesive

interdisciplinary aging curriculum at UNM.
In November · 1989, the
approved

the

recognized

"designation of

in the

Special

the

Program

as a

This Form

c request is

so that the Aging studies

Program can

under Interdisciplinary

studies and

UNM catalog

Programs.

Academic Affairs

Aging studies

academic program of studies.''

to formalize his decision
appear

Vice President for

courses

The

departments would . appear in

offered

the

in

the University Schedule

academic
of Courses

each semester.
As the Vice President noted, all courses are offered through
existing

academic

units,
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curriculum
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The

a~

courses belowAplanned

semester and should
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model of
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listed under Aging
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offered in academic departments.
other studies

the spring 1991
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American and
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load,
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consider existing courses in a program area, and permits
-1-

library

departmental

advisement
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this

area

when

students inquire.

Spring 1991 courses
Anthropology 243 Aging:
Nursing 593 Social

&

Worldwide Ways

Political Issues in Gerontology

Physical Education
PEP 487 Aging and Physical Activity
PEP 509 Public Relations
PEP 493 Fitness Leadership
PEP 595 Field Experiences in Fitness Leadership
Family studies 415 Aging and the Family
Psychology 450-006
650-006

Psychology in Aging (Topics)
Psychology in Aging (Topics)

Public Administration 560 Public Policy and Aging

-2-
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The University of New Mexico
Vi\:c Prc,iJcnt for .l..:aJcrnic Affairs
S.:hob Hall 226

Albuqu.:niue. N\t 87 IJ I
Telephone 505 : 177-2611

DATE:

Noveml:er 21, 1989

TO:

Wayne Moellenberg, Director of F.ducation, CARES

FRCM:

F. Olris Garcia~

SUBJECT:

status of Aging studies Program

This memo is in reference to your November 7 memo to me regarding the status
o~ our Agirq studies Prc:x:JraID· As you ~ , I have t:een favorably i.n,pressed
with and supportive of the Aging studies academic prCJ¥arn and the multifaceted pr<:x¥am.s of CARES. On the basis of my authority as vice president
fo: academic affairs, I am approving your request for designation of the
Aging Studies Pr<:x¥am as a re<:XX311ized academic prCJ¥arn of studies arrl as its
coordinatirq arrl planning group, the Agirq studies c.oordinating eomni.ttee.
F<:>r the meantime, the arran;iements designated on the "Proposed P..dministrative Structure for an Ag.irq studies" chart attached to your "Proposed Struc~ure" memo of April 18 are appropriate, with the rro:lifications you mention
111 your Octol:er 6 mem:,.
'!he idea of solidifying the relationship between
the Aging studies Committee aid C'.ARES by designating the C.ARfS director of
education as the chair of the Agirq studies Ccordinati.rq committee is also a
COrr«nerdable idea arrl is approved.
50ce no rrajor rrodification of the curriculum is requested at this time, arrl
all prcgrams are offered through existing academic units, I do not
5~
believe that there is any further additional approval that is needed, such
as ~ram the Commission on Higher Education. Of a:,urse, if th~e i~ a rncrlificat1on of existing academic structures or programs, arrl certainly if an
academic degree is to be offered, then the appropriate university arrl
extra-university approvals must be secured.
do you, I believe that the present arran;iement with C.ARfS will allow us
to continue to develop in a careful way, rnaxi.mizi.rq our success. As we.
proceed, we can clarify the workin;;Js of ti,e program arrl study the relative
advantages ard disadvantages of alternative arran:Jements, including any
administrative organization that may be recommerded.
As

A Place in Your Furure

Wayne M:,ellenl:::erg
November 21, 1989
Page 2

2 GB

It was gratifyirq to learn that Ors. Amrhein ard Kidd will be contriruting
to our kjing studies Program.
As I leave my active status as academic vice president, I wish to corranend
yoo, Paula 'Ihornas, arrl others involved with CARES arrl the Agirg Studies
Program for the thoughtful arrl effective way ycu have nurtured arrl developed

this very successful arrl significant program arrl wish you o::mtinued

success.
veo
XC:

F. Lee BrCM'l'l

Vice President Paul Risser

2,
AGING STUDIES
Leonard Stitelman, Coordinator
Social Science Bld, 3012

277-7757
Aging Studies was e s tablished in 1987 as the education component of
the Interdisciplinary Center for Aging Res earch, Education and Service
(CARES).

Courses are offered through academic departments.

content and topics vary from semester to semester.

Course

Consult current

Schedule of classes for latest offerings.
CARES recognizes the most significant demographic change facing our
society-the numbers and needs of senior citizens.

It serves as the

University resource center on gerontology and geriatrics.

CARES

cosponsors a graduate certificate in Gerontology Administration with
the Public Administration Division.
Anth 243

0

Aging:

Worldwide Ways (3)

Anth 543.

Anthropology of Aging (3)

A ch 471.

Psycho-social Aspects of the Environment (3)

Comm 490.

Communication and Aging(3)

Ed Fdn 513

Aging and Education (3)

F S 415.

Aging and the Family (3)

H

Ed 473.

Health Issues in Death and Dying (3)

H Ed 477.

Stress Management (.3)

Nurs 593.

Social and Political Issues in Gerontology (3)

PEP 487.

Aging and Physical Activity (3)

Pub Ad 560.

Public Policy and Aging (3)

Soc 310.

Sociolog~ of Aging and the Aged (3)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

yaical Educa ion

6.
7.
8.
9.
l
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Nutrition/Dietetics Program
Form

c

Reason for Request for Change

in

Existing Degree

The undergraduate program in Nutrition/Dietetics is
conducting an extensive program evaluation, required by the
American Dietetics Association (ADA) as part of the reapproval
process.

ADA is the professional organization that approves

undergraduate programs in dietetics.

Graduation from an

approved program is essential for continuation to post-bachelors
supervised practice programs (Dietetic Internship or Approved
Pre-Professional Practice Program) leading to eligibility to
write the national exam to become Registered Dietetians.
The Standards of Education from ADA form the foundation for
program approval.

one of the Standards deals with the Knowledge

Requirements for undergraduate didactic programs (Plan V).

In

comparing the existing nutrition/dietetics curricula (Plan IV)
to the new Standards a number of curricula changes are needed in
order to maintain approval status.

The following page outlines

the curricula changes recommended by the faculty.

Copies of the

appropriate Form A's or B's are attached.

FORM A
FORM A

Change in course number NUTR 321L to NUTR 321
Change in course title NUTR 428

FORM B

New Courses:
NUTR 344
NUTR . 345
NUTR 44,(S
NUTR 429L

Energy Nutrients in Human Nutrition.(~)
Vitamins and Minerals in Human Nutrition (3)
Applied Nutrition and Exercise (3)
Applied Clinical Nutrition Lab (1)

Department of Health Promotion, Physical Education
and Leisure Programs
Nutrition/Dietetics Program

292

summary of Recommended Curricula Changes

PLAN IV (OLD

PLAN V (NE~ PROGRAM)

PROGRAM)

32 er

Nutrition Dietetics Courses

Nutr 344 Energy .Nutrients in (3)
Hunan Nutrition
AOD:
Nutr 345 Vit, Min in Hunan Nutr
Nutr 445 Applied Nutr &Fitness
Nutr 429L Appl Clln Nutr Lab

CHANGE Nutr 325 Adv Nutr (3) to

3
3

36 er

32 er

Biology/Chemistry
CHANGE Biol 136/139L

39 er

(4)

Biol 237/247L

to

(4)

AOD:

Biol 238/248L

4

Hath/English· No Change

15

15

Other Required Courses

21

21

No Change in Total hours.
Changes involve:
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

Psych 102
Econ 200
C S 150
Mgt 113
offer Choice:
coma 344 or co111 Ed 422
offer choice H Ed:
H Ed 171 or 247 or 471
Require:

choice Soc 101 or Psych 102
choice Econ 200 or 201
Anth 130
Hgt 316
COll'm 221

HEd 171

offer choice:
Ed Fnds 303 or Psych 220

Ed Fnds 303

0

Restricted Electives

16

Hi..rnanities/Fine Arts

6

6

Free Electives

J

TOTAL HOJRS

128

..11
128

Proposed Plan V Curriculun for Major in Nutrition/Dietetics

293
First Year

(33hrs.)

Semester 1
Math 121
Biol 121L
Eng 101
Psych 102
Elective

Semester 2
3
4
3
3

College Algebra
Gen Biol I
llriting & Read ing
Gen Psych

..1

NUTR
Biol
Chem
Eng
CS

125
122L
121L
102
150

16

Second Year

..1
17

Semester 2

Food, Nutr &Soc
3
NUTR 225
4
Chem 122L Gen Chem II
Hun Ana/Physiol I
3
Biol 237
Biol 247L Hun Ana/Physio Lab 1
Math 145
Statistics
3
HEd 171
Pers/CO!llTUn Health ..1
(or H Ed 247 or H Ed 471)
17
Third Year

Chem 212
Organic/Biochem
(or Chem 301·303L Organic I)
Biol 238
Hun Ana/Phys 11
Biol 248L
Hun Ana/Phys Lab
Hgt 113
Hgt: An Intro
Hunanities Elective
Elective

4
3
3
3

..1
17

(33 hrs.)
Semester 2

Semester 1
Ener Nutrients
3
Microbiology
4
Tech \Jriting
3
H1.111an Growth & Dev 3
220 Child Psych)
elective
..1
16
Fourth Year

NUTR
NUTR
Biol
Econ
NUTR

330L
320
429
200
345

Food Serv t1gt
Nutr Life Cycle
App Nutr &
Fitness
Comn 344
Interviewing
(or Coun Ed 422)
Elective

4
3

Prin Food Sci
Methods Nutr Ed
Cell Biology
Prine &Probs
Vit &Minerals

4

3

..1
17

(31 hrs.)
Semester 2

Semester 1
NUTR 321
NUTR 424
Nutr 445

3
4
4
3

(31 hrs.)

Semester 1

NUTR 344
Biol 239L
Eng 219
EdFdn 303
{or Psych
Hllllani ti es

Intro Nutr
Gen Biol 11
Gen Chem I
Analyt llriting
COll'f) for Buss
Students

4
3
3
3
3

NUTR 427L
NUTR 406
NUTR 428
NUTR 429L
Electives

Quantity Food
Prod.
COIIITU'I Nutr
Clin Nutr
App Clin Nutr Lab

..1

3
3

3
1

.2
15

16
Total Hours in Program
Hours of 300-400
(need 40 hrs.)

128
42

'"

fORMC

MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

Urut:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anderson Schools of Management
( Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies}..
Dean of Library Services .G94
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate
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Deletion _ _ _ _ __
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Deletion _ _ _ _ __

existing minor p d ct ion and
Revision of
ro u
Deletion
. .
Ooerattons
-----ex1stmg concentration/ Management
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
See attachment, part I
Concentration

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

II. Minor Change

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

See attachment, part 2 ·

Effective Date of Proposed Change: ___S.;..p_r_i_n-=g_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Semester

1991
Year

B~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) see attachment, part 3
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _ No_X_ t1-J ·
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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2. 5
Form C:

Part 1:.

Attachment

"Title and Requirements"

Production and Operations Management.
Required courses are:

MGT 432, 433, 434, and 462.
Three courses from MGT 337, 346, 459, 484, 486, CS 452, Math 347,

ME 356, or other courses as approved by faculty advisor.
21 hours
Part 2:

"Reasons for Request"

The Production and Operations Management (POM) program is being
revised to better serve the needs of the state's growing service
industries and to increase student interest and enrollment.
The
revised POM concentration will place a greater e mphasis on service
OJ?erations management and quality management.
These objectives
will be met through a new required course in the Management of
Service Operations (MGT 433, see form B), and in the requirement
that all POM majors take an existing course in quality management
(MGT 462). Other changes in the curriculum include the renumbering
and deletion of several existing courses (see Form A's).
Part 3:

"Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications"

Under the revised curriculum, one new course is being added (MGT
4 33) and two existing courses are being deleted (MGT 331 and 431) ·
Consequently, no additional resources are required.
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SUMMARY OP CURRICULUM CHANGES

for
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS AREA
R.O. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

MBA concentration in
Management Science

MBA concentration in
operations and Mgt. Science

Select 5 courses from

Select 5 courses from

530
531
532
533

534
535
536
537
538

530
531
532
533

521*
523*
524*
525*
527*
529*

*=new course

BBA concentration in
Production and Operations Mgt.
Required
Courses:

331
332
431
432

BBA concentration in
Management Science

same name as before

Required
Courses:

432
433*
434
462

Deletion of concentration

2 7
SUMMARY OF FORMS
•

MBA concentration in operations, Management science

Form C:
Form B:

Changes to existing concentration in Management
Science.
Six new courses:

MGT 521:
MGT 523:
MGT 524:
MGT 525:
MGT 527:
MGT 529:

Form A:

Deletion of one course

MGT 536:

•

Production and Inventory Management.
(co-offered as MGT 434)
Service Operations Management.
(co-offered as MGT 433)
Cases in Operations Management.
(co-offered as MGT 423)
Management of Quality.
(co-offered as MGT 462)
Strategy and Te chnology in Manufacturing
Intermediate Operations Research

Quantit ative Methods in Health Systems Mgt .

BBA Concentration in Production and Operations Manag ment

Form C:

Changes in an existing c oncentration

Form B:

One new course

MGT 433:

Se rvice Operations Management
(c o-offered with MGT 523)

Form A
Renumber one course
MGT 332:

Production and Inventory Control (to MGT 434).

Deletion of two courses
MGT 331:
MGT 431:

Production systems Design .
Selected Topics in Production and Operations
Management.

Change prerequisites for two course:

•

MGT 432 and cs 452

Removal of BBA concentration in Management Science

Form

c:

Form A:

Ch.anges in an existing concentration
Deletion of two courses

MGT 436:
MGT 439:

Intermediate operations Research Mode l s for
Management
operations Analysis and Decision Models

FAClJDI'Y CENI'ER

Rationale
'Ihe Faculty senate Operations cormnittee would like to submit a proposal to the
President for the establishnelt of a Faculty Center. 'lhe Operations Cornmittee
is connnitted to taking a pro-active p:,sition for the faculty rather than merely
a reactive one. We recognize that faculty morale needs to be significantly
improved. one of the ways of boosting morale, of course, is to continue to press
for increased salaries which would bring us at least to the average of our peer
institutions. We are connni.tted to that goal. Another way of boosting morale
is to provide m:>re attractive fringe benefits for faculty. 'lhe notion of a
Faculty Center is in that categoi.y.
We take the p:,sition that faculty represent the irost errluring constituency of
the University, yet we have the fewest support sei:vices, pel'.baps with the
exception of staff. Students have both a Student Union Building and a Student
Services Center, which together house dining facilities, offices for student
government and other student organizations, leisure activities, and a wide array
of sex:vices. Even the almnni have a building of their own. 'lhe faculty do not
have offices for the Faculty Senate nor consistently available space for
conunittee meetings; services for faculty are spread all over the campus; and the
UNM Club offers minimal dining facilities and is supported by only a fraction
of the faculty.
'Ihe Faculty Center Concept
'Ihe basic concept of a Faculty Center is of a building that combines services,
~ffices, meeting rooms, dining, and leisure programs. '!he following might be
111Cluded:
Faculty senate offices
Cormnittee meeting rooms
Canunittee secretarial services
Retirement counseling
Insurance offices with health insurance counseling
Faculty Developrent office
CARS PrcxJram
SeJ:vice for eiooritus faculty
Dining facilities, including a coffee shop and deli
.
Space for social events that could be scheduled by faculty, e. g · , parties,
receptions, private lunches or dinners
If we really want to think big, we could add the following:
Travel services
Credit Union loan officer
Post Office (or at least stanl)S ! )
Guest roans for visitors
Small bookstore
One issue for discussion is a faculty Center vs. a Faculty/Staff center. We
WOUld like your input on this concept during the ~ Discussion at the December
ireeting. Both the President and Vice President Mc Kinney are aware that
this Proposal is being developed.

SeJ:ate

I .

•'
The University of New Mexico
To:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

~tions Cormnittee

SUBJECT:

Ccrnmittee Replac:eIOOnts

DATE:

D:cernber 11, 1990

'!he following are sul:xnitted for Senate approval:

Charlotte Gunawardena,
Trai.ruig & I.earning Technology, 1992

for Guy Watson, Trrg & Lrng Tech, 1992

Greg Nunz, Los Alam)S Branch, 1992

for rew branch appointment

Michael Borowski,
Architecture & P l ~ , 1991

for Fdith Olerry, Arch & Plng, 1991

~ (IDT FOR SENM'E APPOOVAL):

1.

Keith Auger (CIMI'E) replaces Wayne Maes (Counseli.rg & Family Studies) on Core
Q.u-ricultnn.

2.

Diana Robin {M&CL) will serve on the KUNM Board.

